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Vintage military clothing, which first came about in the form of uniforms for military personnel, has
evolved into a form of fashion for everyday people worldwide. While soldiers must abide by the
uniform requirements of their country, other citizens are able to customize their military inspired
outfits according to their own desires. Military clothing can be worn for special events such as
Halloween, but are becoming more popular in both casual and formal wear. What do you want your
vintage military look to display about yourself?

No matter the occasion, there is always a way to fit vintage military clothing into your outfit.  The
type of look you want will depend on the occasion. For example, you can wear military apparel to a
costume party similar to how you would find military personnel dressed, or you can shoot for a more
rough and rugged look if you will be out in the city for the weekend or just enjoying a sporting event.

Once youâ€™ve decided on a look, be sure to customize your vintage military outfit with some
accessories. For example, you can add a messenger bag, a paracord bracelet, a military web belt,
an insignia cap, aviator sunglasses or a shemagh, depending on the weather. Creativity is the key
and these accessories will definitely add to the overall appearance of your vintage military outfit.

As technology in war tactics has progressed, so have military uniforms. Quality, design and patterns
have evolved as resources have become more available. In addition, the availability of military
clothing for everyday people has increased, becoming what is now known as military fashion. Name
brand fashion designers around the world have latched on to this concept and inspired entire
cultures. Instead of fitting in with the surroundings, camouflage and military clothing has become a
way for many individuals to stand out and be unique.

Not only does military wear look good, but it adds style to any outfit.

Rothco the World's Foremost Supplier of Vintage Military Clothing. We have the latest range of
military clothing.

We are constantly expanding our line of products so your store can sell the latest and the best of
military and outdoor clothing and accessories.
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